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Microsoft Business Solutions–Solomon 6.0

Simplify your business management experience with the enhanced functionality of
Microsoft Business Solutions–Solomon 6.0, a powerful and comprehensive solution for
project-, service-, and distribution-driven organizations. Microsoft Solomon and Microsoft
SQL Server™ technologies provide an open architecture that helps consolidate data across
your business and extend information and processes across applications and platforms such
as Microsoft Business Solutions Business Portal.
Enhancements in this release of Microsoft Solomon help you run your business projects
more effectively, manage customer accounts better, and improve your sales efforts. In
addition, the improved ability to transform data into meaningful information further
empowers your employees to boost your organization’s effectiveness.
With Microsoft Solomon, you can leverage a single, integrated system that effectively
links all aspects of your business. From project management, distribution, and e-business
to financial management, field service, and payroll, you’ll gain the ability to excel in your
industry, deliver exceptional customer service, increase the velocity of your business
transactions, and work effortlessly with partners and customers anytime, from any location.

Achieve more

— with Microsoft Solomon 6.0.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Outshine the Competition

Built to help you better handle customer accounts and improve sales efforts, Microsoft Solomon 6.0
empowers your business with tools that can increase employee effectiveness, enrich business decisions, and
focus the power of the Web to handle everyday tasks.

Run Projects More Effectively – Consolidate
accounting and project data into one integrated
system — accessible from anywhere — and
watch your project efficiency, realization, and
profitability grow. Microsoft Solomon 6.0 helps
you improve utilization by easily assigning
valuable resources to tasks. And US Federal
Government Contractors and Construction
companies will benefit from specific industryfocused enhancements.
Manage Customer Accounts and Improve
Sales Efforts – Tap into powerful new features
like Consolidated Invoicing to help communicate
with customers more effectively and improve the
productivity of invoicing.
Empower Your Employees and Boost
Effectiveness – An enhanced user interface
translates into lower training costs by helping
users navigate through the system more easily.
And now you can harness the power of the Web
to manage common tasks via Microsoft Business
Solutions Business Portal and your Web browser.
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Transform Data into Meaningful
Information – The latest reporting and
budgeting tools, including Crystal 10 and
Microsoft Business Solutions for Analytics–FRx®
6.7, make it easy to generate reports tailored
to the needs of each individual user and deliver
them in a single, all-inclusive report book.

Significant New and Enhanced Features of Solomon 6.0

Improved, Role-Based Menu
Interface – Empower people across your
organization to navigate Microsoft Solomon
systems more easily — and be more
productive — than ever before.
Integration to Business Portal 2.5 – Access the
information in your Solomon system securely
via an Internet browser. Review a snapshot of
key performance indicators about your business,
enter time cards, query data, and export it to
Microsoft Office Excel for further analysis.
Unified Project Desktop – Heighten your
organization’s productivity with anytime,
anywhere access to Solomon information and
processes via Microsoft Business Portal 2.5.
Resource Assignment Capability – Easily
allocate assignments for people and other
resources (such as equipment) with new Project
Controller processes that help managers and
team members improve productivity and
profitability.
Consolidated Invoicing – Delight your
customers by allowing them to specify the way
that they want to be billed (by shipper, contract,
purchase order, addresses, and more).
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SYSTEM AND SHARED INFORMATION ENHANCEMENTS

Foundation

Provide people across your organization with enhancements that increase productivity by
improving users’ navigation, data entry, and database administration experiences.

Business Portal 2.5 Integration – Microsoft
Business Portal — built on Microsoft Windows®
SharePoint ™ Services and Microsoft .NET
technologies — is integrated seamlessly with
Microsoft Solomon to deliver applications,
information, and processes to employees
across your organization. User-specific access
to Solomon information and processes via
Microsoft Business Portal translates into enhanced
productivity for your organization.
Enhanced Menu Interface – An intuitive
Microsoft Solomon Home Page menu builds
dynamically for each user, allowing them to
navigate through the system easily. And because
the menu builds from individual access rights,
users see a simplified list of only those screens
and reports specific to their roles. Users can add
frequently used screens, reports, Web sites, and
other applications to a helpful Favorites list for
quick and easy access. And to make switching
between functions easier, the personalized Home
Page contains a new “Active Applications” pane
that shows all open Solomon screens.
Role-Based Menu List – With the ability to
customize menus to your users’ specific tasks, you
can display only the menu selections, screens, and
reports that workers’ organizational roles call
for, instead of every Microsoft Solomon module
and screen.
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Simplified Data Entry – For easy identification,
any required fields within a screen or report are
now highlighted in the user’s color of choice,
offering graphical alerts to users about what data
is required before a record can be saved. Plus,
users can now include printer settings in saved
templates, which allows a standardized template
to be used at multiple locations.
Streamlined Database Maintenance – Back
up and restore the database without leaving
Microsoft Solomon, using the new Database
Maintenance screen.
Group Customizations – To accommodate a new
level of customizations for groups or departments
of users, a customization Select Level has been
added that allows administrators to deploy
configured screens to all the users in a group at
the same time. Because users can be assigned to
a customization group, customizations no longer
have to be created and then copied to multiple
users. And when a user changes roles or moves
from one department to another, making the
change is quick and easy.

Microsoft Solomon 6.0 offers an enhanced menu system , with
a user-specific, customizable Home Page that shows only those screens
and reports for which the user has rights.

The addition of a
Favorite menu offers
quick access not only
to frequently used
Solomon screens and
reports, but also to nonSolomon applications
and URLs.

Navigating through a screen is easier
with VCR style buttons in every screen.

Fields that require data are now
highlighted with user-defined colors,
making data entry quick and easy..

Easily set up Microsoft
Business Portal to meet the
unique needs of your business,
as well as organize user access
by appropriate roles in the
Business Portal Site Settings
Center.
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ACCOUNTS, CASH MANAGEMENT, AND PAYROLL ENHANCEMENTS

Financial Management

Improve your organization’s cash management and payroll handling with Financial Management
enhancements. Microsoft Solomon 6.0 helps eliminate payroll errors and redundant data entry by enabling
employees to record their own time. Additional enhancements help you better meet specific regulatory
requirements, support common union reporting needs, and provide a better solution for specific industries
such as Construction.
Accounts Payable Prepayment Application
and Reversal – Keep your payables records up
to date. Microsoft Solomon Accounts Payable
now offers the flexibility that lets you make a
prepayment to a vendor before receiving their
invoice. Prepayments already applied to a voucher
can be reversed and applied to a different
document, so whether a payment is applied
to a voucher by accident or intentionally, the
transaction can easily be reversed and reapplied
as needed.
Improved Flexibility in Payroll
Management – To meet specific regulatory
needs, you can now define the order in which
each employee’s deductions should be calculated.
For example, FICA deductions may now be taken
before Pension deductions if required by law.
Improved Flexible Union Reporting – New
report formats support the most common union
reporting needs. Now you can produce not only
the actual hours an employee worked, but also
represent any overtime pay, weekend pay, holiday
pay, or other pay types to meet union reporting
requirements.
Portal-Based Timecard Entry – Enable your
employees to record their own time worked
with Microsoft Solomon Time & Attendance
within Microsoft Business Portal. This data flows
automatically into the Solomon Payroll and
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Project modules, so that payroll staff doesn’t need
to re-enter the data. Once the data is submitted,
it is routed to management for approval and then
submitted to the Payroll module for processing. In
addition, time allocated to projects automatically
flows to the Project Controller module for cost
allocation.
Portal-Based Advanced Timecard Entry – For
organizations that prefer not to have individuals
enter their own time, project managers and
others can record time worked by their team
members via Advanced Timecard Entry in
Microsoft Business Portal, with data automatically
flowing into Microsoft Solomon Payroll and
Project modules. Time allocated to projects
automatically flows to the Project Controller
module.
More Modules Offered in Microsoft Solomon
Standard – To provide a better solution for
specific industries such as Construction, Microsoft
Solomon Standard now includes Advanced Payroll
in its list of available modules.

Make prepayments to your vendors before receiving
their invoice, or reverse existing payment applications for
reassignment to another document.

Allow employees to enter their own timecards
whether they work in the office or remotely.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PORTAL ENHANCEMENTS

Project Management and Accounting

Increase visibility and control of your organization’s project management and accounting
functions. Microsoft Solomon 6.0 enhancements include improved support for government contractors
and other industries to help you better manage worker activities and other resources.

Resource Assignment Capabilities – Gain
greater visibility and control of valuable resources.
The new Resource Assignment capability and
corresponding Task List helps managers and team
members to assign projects and tasks within
Microsoft Solomon Project Controller to better
manage worker activities and resources such as
equipment.

1034/1035 Invoicing Format – Reduce the
time and effort required to produce 1034/1035
“Public Voucher for Purchases and Services other
than Personal” forms. If you do business with US
Government agencies that require form 1034/
1035 for invoicing, you can now select this format
for a project and generate it automatically with
the Invoice Print function.

Unified Project Desktop – Access Solomon
information and processes via Microsoft Business
Portal 2.5 for a complete picture of project
financials, timecard and expense report entry, and
more. If Microsoft Office Project is deployed and
integrated to Solomon, project status as managed
in Microsoft Office Project can also be viewed
and updated from the same place, providing a
complete, unified view of the project portfolio.

Historical Budgets by Period – Keep track of
change orders by period with the new Historical
Budgets by Period functionality, which provides
change order trend information as well as the
ability to run revenue recognition for a specific
period.

Enhanced Financials Integration with Project
Management and Accounting – Maintain
accurate views of each customer’s receivable
position on a project by using Accounts
Receivable or Cash Manager modules to record
the receipt of payments against project invoices.
Now you can specify project and task information
when you enter cash receipt transactions in
Cash Manager. Cash batches posted to General
Ledger include project and task information that
make cash transactions available to the Project
Controller Financial Transaction Transfer process,
so that reduction in receivables is reflected in
overall project profitability.
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Budget Labels and AIA Invoicing – Use
flexible budget functionality to select companyspecific labels and captions for EAC, FAC, and
original budgets. In addition, new support for
AIA (American Institute of Architects) invoicing,
commonly used by architectural and construction
firms, allows you to capture “other” line items for
charges like freight or special handling.
Expandable Help Topics – Provide your
employees with additional information about
how to use Microsoft Solomon applications
more effectively to help reduce training costs.
Administrators can specify additional help files
and user-defined explanations that workers
can access within Project Management and
Accounting screens for added assistance.

Keep informed and upto-date about all aspects
of your projects through
the Project Center.

The Executive View allows an expanded picture of projects success.
If an area of concern is identified, you can drill down easily to identify the
root cause.

Assign both workers and other
resources, such as equipment, to projects
at the task level.
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CONTRACT HISTORY AND AUDITING ENHANCEMENTS

Field Ser vice Management

Provide your employees with the information they need to track contract changes, deposits, and
miscellaneous entries in order to deliver outstanding customer service. Microsoft Solomon 6.0 Field
Service Management enhancements include the ability to view historical information and track all the
important contract details your business needs.

Service Contract Change History and
Audit Trail – Track and report contract value
changes — from inception to completion — using
the new Service Contract History and Service
Contract Change Log, which allows you to
review values changed, new values, previous
values, when changes occurred, and who made
the changes. Service Contract History provides
customer service representatives with the
information they need to deliver great service, as
well as the history your business needs to track
important contract details.
More Modules Offered in Microsoft Solomon
Standard – Add the flexibility of Flat Rate Pricing
to your Solomon Standard deployment. To
provide a better solution for specific industries,
Microsoft Solomon Standard now includes Flat
Rate Pricing in its list of available modules.
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Microsoft Solomon maintains a log
of the changes that were made to your
service contacts.
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INVENTORY AND ORDER MANAGEMENT ENHANCEMENTS

Distribution

Improve your organization’s distribution management, efficiency, and performance.
Significant enhancements in Microsoft Solomon 6.0 Distribution enable greater financial and
organizational control by providing a more accurate picture of inventory availability and reducing the
possibility of overextending customer credit limits.

Consolidated Invoicing – Include
multiple shippers on a single invoice with
Consolidated Invoicing, a new feature in
Order Management that allows you to
define invoicing rules by customer. Rules that
define how shippers and sales orders should
be combined on invoice documents allow you
to aggregate by PO number, contract number,
buyer, and more. Define overall rules for how to
combine shippers on invoices within the Order
Management module, and easily override rules on
a customer-by-customer basis when needed.
Improvements in Distribution Efficiency
and Performance – Microsoft Solomon 6.0
offers improved allocation of inventory from all
modules, lot and serial tracking, and negative
inventory tracking. Additional enhancements
include Process Manager optimization, the
ability to prevent sales order entry for customers
on Hold status, sequential invoice numbering
capability within Accounts Receivable, and
Purchase Order Consolidation.
Expanded Calculation of Inventory
Availability – Get an accurate picture of
inventory availability no matter how it is being
used. All Microsoft Solomon modules that are
capable of issuing, using, and adjusting inventory
will now update the Quantity Available calculation
automatically for improved Inventory accuracy
and consistency.
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Credit Limit Holds – Eliminate the possibility of
overextending customer credit limits. Microsoft
Solomon can help you better manage cash
flow and prevent difficult situations with your
customers by stopping the acceptance of new
orders from customers whose credit limit has
been exceeded.
Integrated Invoice Sequencing – Number
invoices in Order Management in sequence
with Accounts Receivable invoices, instead of in
separate sequences for each module. Microsoft
Solomon now provides a greater consistency in
the numbering of invoices in the system, whether
they originate from Accounts Receivable or Order
Management.

Consolidated by PO Number
Sales Order 1
PO 100
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 1

Sales Order 2
PO 101
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 3

Sales Order 3
PO 102
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 5

Sales Order 4
PO 103
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 7

Shipper 2

Shipper 4

Shipper 6

Shipper 8

Invoice 1

Invoice 2

Invoice 3

Invoice 4

Increase your customer’s
satisfaction with consolidated
invoice creation that meets
customer-specific needs.

Consolidated by Contract
Sales Order 1
PO 100
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 1

Sales Order 2
PO 101
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 3

Sales Order 3
PO 102
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 5

Sales Order 4
PO 103
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 7

Shipper 2
Invoice 1

Shipper 4

Shipper 6

Invoice 2

Shipper 8

Consolidated by Buyer
Sales Order 1
PO 100
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 1

Sales Order 2
PO 101
Contract 2004-1
Buyer

Shipper 3

Increase efficiencies for invoicing
and shipping. Invoices can now be
consolidated by:
• Sales Order

Shipper 2

• Ship to
• Customer PO#

Shipper 4
Invoice 1

Sales Order 3
PO 102
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 5

Sales Order 4
PO 103
Contract 2004-2
Buyer

Shipper 7

Shipper 6

Shipper 8

• Bill to Address
• Site ID
• Order Type
• Buyer ID
• Blanket Order Number
• Contract Number
• Department
• Division
• Mark For
• Tracking Number
• Any User Fields in the sales order
shipper document
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYTICS ENHANCEMENTS

Analy tics and Reporting

Transform data into meaningful information more easily than ever with new business
intelligence and analytics capabilities. Easily tailor reports to the needs of individual users, export
a report directly into a pivot table for automatic graphing in Microsoft Office Excel, publish Microsoft
Office Word or Excel documents quickly, and more.

FRx Report Manager 6.7 – Combine Microsoft
FRx reports and other information such as
Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, or Microsoft
PowerPoint® documents easily with Report
Manager. Reports can be tailored to the needs
of each individual user and delivered in one,
comprehensive report book, making distribution
of monthly, quarterly, and annual information
easier than ever before. Report Books utilize the
FRx reporting tree and its security so all of the
financial data included in the report, regardless of
its source, can be distributed with confidence and
confidentiality.
Support for Crystal Reports 10 – Use new
features and capabilities to review, edit, or design
compelling data views via Microsoft Solomon
support for the latest version of Crystal Reports.
In addition, Crystal 10 support allows you to
export to Excel, create funnel charts, utilize a
format painter, and more.
Instant!OLAP – From Microsoft FRx Desktop
through FRx Enterprise, Instant!OLAP is now
included in every edition. Additional functionality
includes the ability for users to utilize the
instant!OLAP software output format and export
a report directly into a pivot table for automatic
graphing in Excel.
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XBRL Technology – Transfer complex, highly
confidential corporate financial information
to regulators, banks, investors, and boards of
directors using a trusted standard of financial
communication: Extensible Business Reporting
Language (XBRL) technology. Support for the 1.0
taxonomy has been upgraded to the 2.0 standard.
FRx WebView – Quickly publish Microsoft Word
or Microsoft Excel documents with FRx reports
for easy access by others on a secure intranet
site. FRx WebView has been consolidated into
FRx WebPort to form a single product module
that is now available to all FRx users regardless of
product edition or general ledger.
FRx Drilldown Viewer ™ and Printing
Options – Enable quicker export of reports to the
FRx Drilldown Viewer, enhance printing options,
and provide a more stable reporting environment.
In addition, improvements to the way the general
ledger index is built improves reliability.

Multiple output types, including FRx DrillDown Viewer, Microsoft
Office documents, and reports produced from different reporting
applications, can be packaged together and e-mailed, posted to a network
or FRx WebPort site, or printed for hand delivery.

Report Manager helps you quickly and easily pull together all the
documents you need to deliver a comprehensive report book. Report Book
production can be scheduled or generated on-the-fly.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND SERVICES

Draw on First- Rate Technical Support and Ser vices

Recognized as one of the most responsive and innovative service teams in the industry, Microsoft Business
Solutions backs your investment in Solomon by working with your local reselling partner to offer remarkable training
and support services.
Regardless of which service plan you choose, you’ll receive software updates and 24/7 access to CustomerSource, a
Web site designed to enhance your productivity. If you enroll in Standard A, Standard B, or Premier Services, you’ll
receive expert technical support to help keep your business running smoothly, as well as access to online training to
ensure you get up to speed quickly and continue to find new and better ways to use Solomon.

Enhancements Program
Services

Enhancements
Program

Standard A

Standard B

2 incidents *
3-hour response time

Unlimited support
1-hour response time

2 seats to Foundation
Library
Optional eCourses

4 seats to Foundation
Library
Optional eCourses

All major upgrades and
minor updates

Transformational Assurance

Access to CustomerSource

Technet Plus

Service Plan Support
Managed Newsgroups

Discounts Flex Per-Incident
and Flex 5-Pack Support

Online Chat and Screen
Sharing

Online Training
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Meet Specialized Needs with Premier Ser vices

In addition to their Enhancements Plan Enrollment, Microsoft Solomon customers can also choose from
Premier Services, Microsoft Business Solutions’ most personalized and proactive service plan. Whether you choose
Premier Enterprise or Premier 100, you receive mission-critical support and services from technical account managers,
senior engineers, and an advisory team — all dedicated to your system.
Details of these programs are thought to be accurate at the point of this printing. Programs are subject to change so
please contact your partner for up to date offerings or reference the Services Support website for more details at:
http://www.microsoft.com/BusinessSolutions/Services/Support/default.mspx

Premier Services

Premier 100

Premier Enterprise

Services from assigned Technical Account
Manager and Premier Team

100 hours
Option to purchase
additional hours

200 hours
Option to purchase
additional hours

Telephone and electronic support from senior
engineers

100 incidents
1-hour guaranteed
response time
Ability to purchase
additional incidents

24 x 7 emergency support

Per incident charge
applies

Unlimited support
30-minute guaranteed
response time

No additional charge

Priority status for incoming requests

Chat and screen sharing

6 Registered support contacts from your
organization

Two-day onsite visit from TAM and Premier
support engineer

Up-front technical assessment and preproduction audit

Defined system-down procedures

Upgrade planning

Facilitation third-party setup and support
Existing customers can find additional information about their service plan at
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource
2 seats to Foundation Library
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FEATURES SUMMARY

New and Enhanced Features for Microsoft Solomon 6.0

Foundation

Project Management and Accounting

Enhanced Menu Interface and Role-based
menu list

New Resource Assignment Capability

New Data entry screen improvements simplifying
the user experience
New Group Customizations

New Invoice format 1034
Enhanced Historical Budgets by Period, Budget
labels, and AIA improvements

New Customer Feedback tool in Help system

Enhanced Cash Manager integration to Project
Management and Accounting

New Support for Dr. Watson error logging

Enhancement: Expandable Help Topics

New Integration to Microsoft Business Solutions
Business Portal 2.5 (For details, see Business
Portal, below)

Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Timecard Entry

Financials
New Accounts Payable Prepayment
Applications /Reversal
Enhancement: Removal of the strict order of
Payroll deduction calculations based on order type

Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Timecard Approval
Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Expense Report
Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Expense Report Approval

Enhancement: Improved Flexible Union Reporting

Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Project Analyst

Enhanced Portal-based Time and Attendance Timecard Entry through Microsoft Business Portal

Enhanced Portal-based Project Self Service Solomon Communicator

Enhancement: Advanced Payroll Available with
Microsoft Solomon Standard

New Portal-based Project Self Service - Invoice
Approval
New Portal-based Project Self Service Assignment Inquiry
Field Service Management
New Service Contract change history and
audit trail
Enhancement: Flat Rate Pricing available with
Microsoft Solomon Standard
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Microsoft Business Portal 2.0 and 2.5

Analytics and Reporting

Built on Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services

Enhanced: Crystal 10: New options for exporting
to Excel; ability to create funnel charts; new
format painter; and more.

• Share and collaborate on documents
• Customize page views easily
• Enhanced role-based access
• Add Excel graphs to Portal pages
• Add sites for projects and meetings
• Connect to external data sources
• Online access to reports and user-defined queries
• Streamline portal administration tasks
Key Performance Indicators
• Multiple views and alert ranges
• Easy to define KPIs
• Role-based access
• Easy updating
New Applications to Business Portal 2.0 and 2.5
• Time and Attendance - Timecard Entry
• Time and Attendance - Advanced Timecard Entry
• Project Self Service - Timecard Entry

Enhanced: Microsoft FRx 6.7: Instant OLAP!
Available with all editions; Export to Excel
PivotTable format; WebView Publishing; Enhanced
FRx Drilldown Viewer; XBRL 2.0 support
Enhanced: Microsoft Forecaster 6.7: Pay
type support, simplified installation, Budget
Administrator and Users reference guides
New: Microsoft FRx Report Manager 6.7:
Consolidated report packaging and delivery
Distribution
New Consolidated Invoicing
Enhancement: Expanded calculation of Inventory
availability
Enhancement: Orders can no longer be entered
for customers on Hold status
Enhancement: Invoicing in Order Management
can be numbered in sequence with Accounts
Receivable invoices,

• Project Self Service - Timecard Approval
• Project Self Service - Expense Report
• Project Self Service - Expense Report Approval
• Project Self Service - Project Analyst
• Project Self Service - Solomon Communicator
• Project Self Service - Invoice Approval
• Project Self Service - Assignment Inquiry

* The eVoucher and related eVendor applications from Solomon Desktop
are no longer available with Business Portal. See CustomerSource or
PartnerSource for more information.
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FEATURES SUMMARY

Haven’t Upgraded in a While?

Solomon IV 4.21 and Solomon IV 4.50 Offered:
Solomon Desktop
(100% Internet access anytime, anywhere)

Project Accounting Enhancements

Service Series (Field Service)

• Project Task Copy

• Service Dispatch
• Equipment Maintenance
• Service Contracts

• Auto Financial Transaction Transfer
• Project Employee Maintenance
• Utilization Rebuild utility
• Daily Invoice Comments on timecards

• Flat Rate Pricing

Graphical Dispatch Board for Service Dispatch

E-Commerce Gateway – EDI Edition

Web-based AP voucher and vendor entry with
eVoucher for Solomon Desktop

Advanced Shipment Management
New Customization Tools
Web Order (business to business eCommerce)
Employee Utilization
Application Server(Solomon process and report
scheduler)

• Visual Basic for Applications
• Object Model
Reporting Enhancements
• All reports XML-enabled
• New output options

Advanced Payroll (union and complex payroll
support)
Bill of Material
Work Order (beta only) (production plans with
material tracking and cost accounting)
Customer Priority Scheduling of sales orders
Increased Visibility with Inventory Inquiry Status
Views
e-Business Project Management via Solomon
Desktop
• Web Project Review & Approval of time and
expense
• Web Project Analyst
• Web Communicator
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Solomon IV 5.0 and Solomon 5.5 Offered:
Foundation

Project Management and Accounting

• Office XP Smart Tag Manager

• Multicurrency invoicing

• Company name displayed in title bar

• Utilization expense cost tracking

• Online User Manuals

• Redesigned Web Time and Expense entry
screens

Financial Management

• Integration with Microsoft Project Server 2002

• Enhanced Time Entry Screens

• US Government contractor enhancements for
DCAA compliance

• Print multiple checks per employee per pay
period or payroll run

- Indirect rate calculation
- Time and expense audit trail capability

Distribution

- Revenue allocation rules based on a maximum

• Inventory Replenishment

• Solomon Desktop Web Time Entry modifications

• Order to Purchase

• Data entry ease of use enhancements

• Landed Cost
• Work Order
Continued Investments in Payroll capabilities
for Construction and other businesses
• Union Reciprocity and Portability
• Service Dispatch Integration to Advanced Payroll
• Time & Expense Integration to Advanced Payroll
• Web Advanced Payroll Time Entry

Field Service Management
• Week-at-a-Glance Graphical Dispatch Board
• Microsoft MapPoint integration
Solomon Desktop
• Multi Company Solomon Desktop
Integration with Microsoft Business Solutions
Retail Management System

Enhanced Reporting and Budgeting
• Microsoft FRx Report Writer 6.5
• Microsoft Forecaster 6.5
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Total Solution Financing

Total Solution Financing from Microsoft Capitol Corporation makes it possible for you to acquire an end-to-end
business management solution now, at a price you can afford. It allows businesses to finance a total solution delivered
by a Microsoft Certified Solutions Partner—including the software, reseller partner services, ISV solutions, and hardware.

Total Solution Financing offers the following benefits:
• A fixed-rate lease payable over three, four, or five years, transforming large up-front costs for
technology investments into affordable monthly payments.
• Coverage for most costs of Microsoft Business Solutions implementation, such as software, services,
maintenance, and hardware.
• Availability through highly trained Microsoft Certified Solutions Partners, who can offer you expert
assessment of your business needs and recommend the solution that’s right for you.
• Backing through Microsoft Capital Corporation.
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Microsoft Business Solutions–Solomon 6.0 Enhancements
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Microsoft Business Solutions
Microsoft Business Solutions offers tightly integrated business applications designed to assist
small and mid-sized organizations as well as divisions of large enterprises. Delivered through a
worldwide network of channel partners, Microsoft Business Solutions applications and services
are built to help retailers, manufacturers, wholesale distributors, and service companies achieve
more of their potential.

Learn more about Microsoft Business Solutions today at
www.microsoft.com/BusinessSolutions.
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